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Happy Holidays and Warm Wishes for 2018!
Happy Holidays from everyone at Arundel Federal Savings Bank. 
Happy Holidays from everyone at Arundel Federal Savings Bank. 

One of the gifts of the holiday season is the opportunity to say, "Thank You" for your business and for
taking the time to read about each upcoming event and the latest news from Arundel Federal.

 We hope your holidays will be filled with joy and laughter and we wish everyone the very best for the
new year. 
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Arundel Federal Welcomes Ed Schneider as Chief
Financial Officer
Ed Schneider, Senior Vice President/Chief Financial Officer 

Arundel Federal Savings Bank welcomes Ed Schneider to the management team as Senior Vice
President/Chief Financial Officer. 

With more than 30 years of experience in the financial industry, Ed will be overseeing the
organization’s growth, improving efficiency, managing financial strategies and providing fiscal
oversight.

“We’re looking forward to working with Ed. He will be a good addition to our management team
helping to guide the Bank to a successful future!” stated Dave Costello, President & CEO.

Ed earned his Bachelor of Science degree from Allegheny College and his MBA from Rutgers
University. He is a member of We Honor Veterans Committee - Hospice of the Chesapeake, Sons of
the American Legion and Pets on Wheels. Ed resides in Lutherville with his wife, Diane and their two
dogs, Archie and Gabby. Through out the year, he and Archie participate in Pet Therapy through Pets
on Wheels at various community events. 

Mr. Schneider's office will be located in Arundel Federal's administrative offices at 655 Crain Highway
South in Glen Burnie. He can be reached at ESchneider@ArundelFederal.com or 443-569-8834.
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Arundel Federal announces the addition of Bill
Sherman to the Commercial Real Estate Lending
Team
Bill Sherman,Vice President/Commercial Real Estate Lending
Officer

Arundel Federal Savings Bank President Dave Costello has announced that Bill Sherman has joined
the Bank as Vice President/Commercial Real Estate Lending Officer.

“Bill’s vast level of experience in the commercial mortgage landscape will truly complement our
growing real estate team. I’m certain that he will make an immediate impact contributing his expertise
to current projects and assisting new clients” stated Dave Costello, President & CEO.

An expert in the commercial lending field with 40+ years of experience, Bill will be concentrating on
developing new and existing commercial mortgage loans and deposit relationships focusing on retail
centers, office buildings, warehouses, business owner-occupied properties, multi-family, churches and
more. Bill joins AFSB having previously been with FNB Corporation and Baltimore County Savings
Bank.

Bill earned his Bachelor of Science degree in finance from Roanoke College & The University of
Baltimore. He is active on the Board of Deacons at Towson Presbyterian Church.

Bill resides in Towson with Nancy, his wife of 43 years. When not working, he can be found spending
time with grandchildren & family, attending Hopkins Lacrosse games and enjoying beach vacations.

Mr. Sherman can be reached at WSherman@ArundelFederal.com or 410-863-7049.
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When Should You set up a Child’s Savings Account?
Determining the right time to establish your child’s financial basics

It’s never too early to start saving money, which is why a growing number of parents are opening
savings accounts for their children. Doing so can help establish a brighter financial future for your
child. Dave Sieminski of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau notes a study that found children
from low-income families were three times more likely to go to college and four times more likely to
graduate if they had an established savings account. Many parents may be unsure about how to go
about establishing such an account. Fortunately, the steps needed to establish a savings account for
your child are easy to follow.

Step #1: Determine if your child
is the right age for a savings
account

Rachel Hartman of Bankrate
advises that before parents seek
out a savings account for their
child, they must first determine
when to establish an account. Most
experts agree that by the age of
eight, children should be old
enough and have enough
knowledge to understand the
benefits and process of saving
money. Before turning eight,
children can utilize a money jar or
piggy bank to store accumulated
money. Hartman says that this will
lay the groundwork of helping
children understand the benefits of
saving money. Many parents are
actively establishing savings accounts prior to this age. Madison Dupaix of The Balance explains that
many parents set up a savings account right after their child is born to maximize savings.

Step #2: Determine the right kind of account to open

There is more than just one type of savings account you can open for your child. Some of them
function in the same way that an adult’s savings account does, while others are designed with young
children specifically in mind.

One of the most popular savings accounts for children is a 529 college savings account. Kimberly
Palmer of U.S. News explains that 529 accounts are state-sponsored savings accounts that allow
money saved for tuition to grow tax-free. Franziska Castillo of Lifehacker notes that each state
operates 529 accounts according to different rules. It’s important to research the rules in your state
prior to setting up a 529 account. Another option available to parents is to open up a savings account
for their child at their own bank, if it’s one they trust and one that offers good benefits.

Step #3: Plan a trip to the bank

Hartman says one of the best ways to showcase the importance of a savings account to your child is
to take them with you to the bank when you set up the account. This will help your son or daughter
see how a bank operates. It will also help children visualize where their money is being stored, which
is important for children who are visual learners.

Step #4: Go over financial basics with your child

The financial lessons for your child don’t end with a trip to the bank. Tierney explains that parents
should continue to teach children lifelong financial lessons in regard to their savings account. Hartman
says that one of the most important of these lessons is to explain to them what interest is. Describing
the concept of interest can help children realize the benefits supplied by a savings account. Spencer
Tierney of NerdWallet suggests going with a bank that offers a healthy interest rate so children can
see that accumulation in action.



see that accumulation in action.

Step #5: Set savings goals and reward good behavior

Hartman also emphasizes the importance of setting goals for your child in terms of their savings
account. Children respond to an exercise better when there is a specific goal set in place. That goal
could vary from reaching a certain monetary amount in the account to submitting a certain percentage
of their chore money into their savings account every month. When these goals are reached, consider
introducing a non-monetary reward, such as a fun family outing or a favorite meal, which will
encourage good financial behavior in the future.

Laying the groundwork of sound financial decisions for your child will help them continue this behavior
well into adulthood.
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Adjusting Your Investments for Retirement
How to get your retirement portfolio across the finish line

The end goal of every hard-working American is a long, fruitful and well-earned retirement. If you are
still in the early stages of putting together your retirement portfolio or bearing down on the golden age,
there’s still time to make adjustments that can help put you in the position to realize that dream with
little or no stress.

Increase your contributions

The closer you get to the finish line,
the more you will want to make
sure you have sufficient savings
waiting there for you. If you’re
already meeting and exceeding
your employer’s maximum
contribution for matching, you’re in
the right position, but there’s still
room to increase your contributions
with each passing year.

Mint spokesperson Rich Heineman
tells NBC News’ Kelsey Butler that
a good place to start is with an
automatic escalation of 1 percent
every year. If you receive a pay
raise but already enjoy a
comfortable lifestyle, use that
increase to supplement your
retirement savings rather than letting it idle in your checking or savings accounts.

Reallocate your assets

It is likely that your retirement portfolio is target-based, which means it is aimed toward providing a set
amount of money for you to enjoy by the time you retire, rather than based on risk. If you want a
portfolio that will provide for you throughout your retirement, the Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority recommends finding a balance between growth investments and investments that produce
income.

The former are growth mutual funds and stocks that are projected to grow faster than the market
average. Financial professionals consider them important because they allow your retirement portfolio
to avoid issues caused by an increase in the cost of living brought about by inflation.
Income-producing investments are stocks that pay out dividends, certificates of deposit and bonds.
They are more consistent in their ability to produce money, providing the funds you need to live on in
retirement.

Asset allocation is a step that the FINRA recommends carrying out gradually and with the assistance
of a financial planner or investment professional.

Don’t live and die by the 4 percent rule

In 1994, financial advisor William P. Bengen concluded that a retiree aged between 60-65 would only
need to withdraw 4 percent of their portfolio in the first year of retirement and that they would need to
adjust that withdrawal each subsequent year for inflation. The 4 percent rule, confirmed in the popular
Trinity Study, has been an oft-relied upon rule of thumb to make retirees feel confident that they can
live off of their retirement funds for 30 years.

According to Jane Bennett Clark, the late Senior Editor at Kiplinger’s Personal Finance, today’s
financial environment instead suggests a 2.5-3 percent withdrawal to ensure that you have enough
money to last for a 30-year retirement. David Blanchett, head of retirement research at Morningstar
Investment Management, suggests that the 4 percent rule is a great place to start, but that you should
adjust and act accordingly when the market demands.



Whether you’re just getting your 401(k) together or reassessing your portfolio 10 years in, there is
room to improve your chances of a happy and stress-free retirement. Talk to your financial advisor and
learn what you can do to capitalize upon your retirement plan.
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Pros and Cons of Having an Emergency Fund
The upsides and possible downsides of socking away money

Having an emergency fund may seem on the surface to be a common-sense proposition. Money set
aside specifically for the purposes of having it in the event of an emergency acts can be a valuable
buffer between yourself and financial hardship, and it’s a decision that fosters peace of mind when
thinking of potential worst-case scenarios. But is establishing an emergency fund always the right
decision for your situation?

The benefits of having an
emergency fund

According to NerdWallet’s
Christopher Allen, a good
emergency fund should equal three
to six months’ worth of expenses.
In the event that you would become
unable to work, an adequate
emergency fund prevents you from
needing to turn to other, riskier
avenues to keep yourself afloat.
This can include dipping into your
retirement savings early, borrowing
money from family or friends and
running up credit card debt. With a
six-month emergency fund, you
can take the time you need to
recuperate from an injury or find a
new job with less stress.

Miriam Caldwell, writing for The Balance, notes that certain personal circumstances will increase the
necessity of having an emergency fund. If you’ve struggled with or are currently facing health issues,
having an emergency fund is a must in case you miss time at work or have a balance leftover on your
medical bills. It’s also important to have an emergency fund if you live a great distance from your
family; should a family crisis or death in the family occur, an emergency fund can help cover you
during a leave from work and pay for travel and lodging expenses.

Forbes contributor Simon Moore points out that no matter your situation, an emergency fund provides
a remedy to anxiety and stress when considering your financial situation. Whether it’s paying off an
unexpected expense like a car repair or being able to be there for your loved ones in a time of need,
an emergency fund can be a saving grace that helps keep you safely in the black.

Potential downsides

Greg McFarlane of Investopedia writes that having an emergency fund is “overly prudent,” suggesting
that your best recourse would be to use that money instead in a way that enriches you more directly
and immediately. If, for example, you have outstanding credit card debt, McFarlane advises taking
money that you could otherwise deposit in an emergency fund and using it to clear off what you owe.

“Perhaps you’re worried about the transmission falling out of your car, which you think would
necessitate a $3,000 repair,” McFarlane writes. “If you feel that the prospect of this problem warrants
creating an emergency fund, but you’re already carrying enough debt to cover three or four
transmission replacements, the sad news is this: your emergency has already begun. It began several
thousand dollars ago.”

Moore suggests that inflation could be an issue when it comes to an emergency fund. While you may
feel comfortable sitting on a $10,000 nest egg, the rate of inflation ensures that your money today will
give you less purchasing power in a year’s time, even less than that an additional year into the future
and so on. He adds that this is by no means an excuse not to have an emergency fund; instead, it’s
recommended that you invest your money in a low-risk fund like a short-term treasury bond, which will
provide you a respectable return without significant risk of lost value.

The decision of whether or not you wish to have an emergency fund should ultimately fall to you and



The decision of whether or not you wish to have an emergency fund should ultimately fall to you and
your immediate family. If you believe that putting away money for a proverbial rainy day is important,
explore the options available to you and build confidence in your financial situation.
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How to Maintain the Charm of an Older Home When
Remodeling
Which features to keep and which ones to replace on a historic
home

One of the biggest mistakes people make when trying to renovate an older home is to implement
trendy improvements rather than timeless ones, as Nicole Curtis, host of HGTV’s “Rehab Addict,”
relates. She recommends home owners make repairs and updates that remain true to the house’s
era. Here are eight tips for remodeling a historic residence while preserving many of its original details.

Make conservative structural
changes

Per Houzz contributor Laura
Gaskill, some older homes will
have structural issues to address,
such as rotting wood or a leaky
roof. It’s wise to make a list of the
pros and cons of gutting versus
tearing down certain features,
before completing those
renovations, as Gaskill advises. If
you do have to totally eliminate
something, you can still save a few
original features like windows,
floorboards and doors to maintain
the house’s historicity.

Use caution when modernizing
the bathroom and kitchen

Per Country Living contributor Elizabeth Finkelstein, bathrooms and kitchens are two of the most
popular areas to renovate in historic homes. However, it’s best to be conservative when deciding on
which features to throw out and which ones to preserve. Before updating these two rooms, research
the style of those rooms when the house was built to see which historical features you can keep and
which ones can be updated to offer modern convenience.

Properly update plumbing and electric 

Older homes often have outdated plumbing and electric systems, which can present a safety hazard
for you and your family. Gaskill recommends installing copper pipes as well as bringing the electrical
wiring up to code. This upgrade will also help protect your house from structural damages that result
from plumbing or electric issues.

Keep original walls

As tempting as it might be to knock down some walls to open up the floor plan, it’s often wise to leave
walls alone. Many people regret eliminating “extra” walls later on, when they realize they miss the
original floor plan. To avoid this mistake, Curtis suggests living in the house for six months before
deciding on whether to tear down any walls.

Keep cabinets

If the older home has solid wood cabinets that could use a facelift, Curtis advises stripping and
refinishing the wood rather than replacing the units. Modern cabinets are usually composed of
modern Medium Density Fiberboard or melamine, which are less moisture-resistant. Not only will the
solid wood units last longer, but keeping them in place will preserve the house’s original cabinetry
style.

Refinish sinks and tubs

It’s common for homeowners to swap out old sinks and tubs for brand new ones. Not only is this
modification costly, but it can also clash with the historic style of the home. Refinishing a porcelain tub



modification costly, but it can also clash with the historic style of the home. Refinishing a porcelain tub
will set you back about $400, according to Curtis. That’s significantly cheaper than the estimated
$1,000 cost of installing a new one. 

Repair windows 

Some homeowners ditch original windows because they’ve been poorly-maintained or have leaks.
However, these features play a key part in maintaining the house’s historic value, as Curtis relates.
Instead of getting rid of the original windows, repair and add weather-stripping to them so they’re more
effective. Another option would be to replace the windows with storm windows that adhere to the
house’s era.

Save wood floors

Another common faux pas is to remove old wood floors or cover them with modern tiling or carpet. 
Preserve the historical accuracy of the home and save some cash by refinishing the original wood
floors, as Curtis suggests. If there are damaged sections of flooring, replace just those sections.

By implementing these eight strategies, you can enjoy adding some contemporary comforts to your
older home while retaining some its original style.
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What Qualifies as a Strong Password?
Tips for preventing your passwords from being cracked by hackers

In the age of ever-increasing internet involvement, the threat of someone hacking into your information
by breaking through your passwords grows daily. To make an account far more resistant to hacking,
following these basic rules of what to have and what to avoid when crafting a well-constructed
password.

Have: length

One of the best steps to a strong
password is to make it long —
somewhere in the vicinity of 15
characters. The reason for this is
that the more characters you have,
the more possible combinations
there are for your password. This
helps confound brute force
cracking, where a hacker attempts
to figure out a password by trying
different combinations over and
over until they hit on the correct
one. Professional
password-crackers speaking to Ars
Technica were able to break
passwords of six digits or less
nearly instantly.

Avoid: words and names 

When a hacker tries to crack a longer password, using the brute force method to break through is
incredibly time-prohibitive, so a quicker, easier option would be to try to guess the password without
resorting to such measures. Easy options to try are names (particularly yours) and other dictionary
words, even if you replace letters or words with symbols and numbers. Since using a word as a
password makes a known pattern, computers can easily figure them out.

Have: cases and symbols

Another way to boost a password’s strength is to use both uppercase and lowercase letters, and to
introduce numbers and other symbols. This adds more complexity to your password, increasing its
resistance to guessing. According to password expert George Shaffer, an eight-character password
that uses all of these can resist cracking attempts by force for up to 2 years.

Avoid: patterns

Sometimes it might seem like a sound idea to use nonsense phrases that nonetheless form a pattern,
like using the first six letters in the first row of the keyboard. Since this follows a pattern (swiping
straight across the keyboard), this makes the password very weak and easier to break. 

Have: regular changes 

Once you craft a strong password, it pays to change it on a regular basis. Hackers constantly try to
break passwords, and the longer you maintain a stagnant password the more vulnerable it becomes.
For example, Facebook revealed in a blog post that during any given 24-hour period, 600,000
attempts are made to compromise the information of users.

Avoid: repetition

Using the same password in multiple places is a dangerous prospect. If you use the same password
for everything, when crackers breach one account, they can potentially break into all of them.
According to Graham Cluley, senior technology consultant at computer security organization Sophos,
this cross-platform approach is commonly used by hackers because about 30 percent of people use
the same password across all of their digital accounts.



Have: a password phrase or password manager

All of these rules that minimize a computer’s ability to guess your password tend to create passwords
that are hard to remember. Larry Magid, a long-time cybersecurity journalist writing for Forbes,
suggests coming up with a word to represent each character of your password. The second method is
to use a password manager. These encrypted services let your access complex, inscrutable
passwords without needing to memorize a string of random letters, numbers and symbols.

Avoid: sharing your password anywhere

The simplest thing you can do to avoid having your password compromised is to not share it
anywhere. That means not writing it on a post-it note that you stick to your computer at work, and
definitely not sharing it with someone online.

Keeping up these rules will make your passwords incredibly difficult to guess, protecting your
information from prying eyes. By being proactive about maintaining strong passwords, you stand a
better chance at staving off the headache of having your information accessed by unwanted parties.  
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Unusual Christmas Movies You Forgot Existed
Shake up your holiday with these overlooked Christmas movies

Christmas movies are a much-loved part of the season, and holiday movie marathons are a mainstay
of many families’ annual traditions. Despite the merits of classics like “It’s a Wonderful Life” and
“Miracle on 34th Street,” you might be craving a little variety in your holiday viewing. If so, you should
dig a little bit deeper into Santa’s bag and pull out one of these oft-forgotten holiday and
holiday-adjacent films.

“Rare Exports: A Christmas
Tale”

For some people, the relentless
nature of Christmas cheer can
become cloying. Enter “Rare
Exports: A Christmas Tale,” an
R-rated independent film out of
Finland by director Jalmari
Helander. The movie takes a much
darker view of Santa and draws on
the Central European folk character
of Krampus, a horned half-demon
creature that is associated with
Santa Claus. The film’s plot follows
a small community in the Finnish
mountains that is turned upside
down when a digging crew
uncovers something sinister in a
nearby hill. To save the
settlement’s livelihood and children,
a father and son set out to capture the unleashed monster and sell it to the company that hired the
digging crew in the first place.

“Yogi’s First Christmas”

You can be forgiven if you didn’t realize Yogi Bear had a Christmas movie, because “Yogi’s First
Christmas” never left the little screen after its syndicated television debut in 1980. This nostalgia-fest
follows Yogi Bear and Boo-Boo when they are accidentally awoken from their winter hibernation,
allowing them to experience their first-ever Christmas celebration. Animator Ray Patterson, famous
for his work on classics like “Fantasia,” “Tom and Jerry” and many others, directed this enjoyable retro
romp.

“The Long Kiss Goodnight”

If you’re the sort who tries to argue that “Die Hard” is a Christmas movie, then you’ll likely have a soft
spot for the over-the-top action of “The Long Kiss Goodnight.” From filmmaker Renny Harlin, this film
follows the story of Samantha Caine, a woman who washed up pregnant on the shore in New Jersey
with no memory of her past. One Christmas, her life changes as she begins to remember her former
identity as a CIA assassin, and she decides to go on a mission with P.I. Mitch, played by Samuel L.
Jackson, to settle an old score.

“Meet Me in St. Louis”

“Meet Me in St. Louis” may not seem like a Christmas movie at first, as it follows a year in the life of
the Smith family leading up to the St. Louis World’s Fair. Esther, played by Judy Garland, falls in love
with her next-door neighbor John just as her father announces that the family will be moving to New
York the day after Christmas. The film’s exciting climax plays out on Christmas Day and sees Garland
singing a memorable rendition of “Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas.”

Christmas movies run the gamut from light, family-friendly features and heartwarming stories to dark
comedies and horror. Introducing a few new films into your holiday canon can break up the monotony
of the old and well-loved classics, potentially giving your family a unique new tradition to look forward
to each year.



to each year.
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Holiday Traditions to Start with Your Family
Make new holiday memories with these family traditions

The holidays are a great time to be with family, and part of the fun of the season is yearly family
traditions. The simplest acts of togetherness, from preparing food to decorating as a team, can be
exceptional tools to forging strong relationships and growing closer with members of your family. 

Making cookies

Baking cookies is one of the
best-known classic holiday
traditions not just because the end
result is a delicious snack, but
because it is a task that the whole
family can get in on. If you choose
the right recipe like gingerbread or
sugar cookies, you can enlist your
children to help make the dough,
roll it out and cut it into shapes
using safe cookie cutters. Once
the freshly baked cookies come out
of the oven, you and the kids can
decorate them before distributing
them amongst your family. This
doesn’t just give your kids a sense
of pride and accomplishment, but it
allows you to create memories that
they will carry with them to the day
where they have children of their own, too.  

Holiday lights

Bright and festive light displays are a big part of the holiday season. If you like to adorn your home in
lights to celebrate, you and your family can take an afternoon and put together your own light display.
You’ll want to ensure that all of your lights and equipment are safe and up to snuff and leave the
simpler tasks to the little ones while you handle stringing lights in high places. There is also the
tradition of going out to see the lights with your family. Everything from downtown areas to zoos hold
light displays during the holidays, which means you can gather up your family and head out for an
evening of looking at the lights and enjoying hot chocolate.

Present hunt

Shake up the yearly gift-giving by turning the traditional opening of presents into a fun game. Hide a
present for each of your family members and leave a clue to its location in an envelope. To add an
extra layer of excitement, you could do this with one gift for each person and stage it as an after-dinner
and before-bed activity the night before the holiday proper. If you want to be more elaborate, you can
extend it to every gift and turn present-opening into a full-blown scavenger hunt.  

Special holiday dinner

Sometimes all you need to make great holiday memories is a special meal. A holiday dinner with all of
your family is as key a part of the celebration as any, and while tradition tends to dictate a certain kind
of meal, you could opt instead to do something that is more in line with your personal preferences.
Instead of roasting a turkey or baking a ham, you could instead treat your spouse to a homemade
beef Wellington. If you have a particular affinity for Indian food, you could try your hand at making your
favorite dishes at home. This effectively creates a personal spin on a well-worn tradition, one that your
kids may be inclined to pass down to their own children.

The best part about holiday traditions by far is spending time with your loved ones. Whether you
decorate a tree with your family, invite friends over for eggnog and a gift exchange or just sit down
with your significant other for a large cheese pizza and a holiday movie marathon, you can create a
holiday tradition that will stand the test of time and live on in your memories.  
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New Year’s Traditions from Around the World
Ring in the New Year with these international traditions

As the old year concludes and the New Year begins, people across the United States celebrate in
accordance with common traditions. Couples will share a kiss at midnight, fireworks will light up the
sky and revelers will belt out “Auld Lang Syne.” However, these traditional activities are not
necessarily practiced in all parts of the world. Indeed, each country has its own unique New Year’s
traditions. The following are just a few ways that residents of other countries ring in the New Year.

Fireworks in Iceland

Fireworks are generally considered
a staple of New Year’s
celebrations, so their presence is
not all that notable. However, New
Year’s fireworks are a big deal in
many parts of Iceland, where
setting off fireworks is banned
during the rest of the year. For the
week following New Year’s Eve,
citizens of Iceland are able to enjoy
a sky full of fireworks displays.
Additionally, Icelanders will light
large bonfires to stay warm and
signify the spirit of the New Year.

Eating 12 grapes in Spain

As the clock chimes 12 times as
midnight arrives, people in Spain
celebrate with a snack of 12 grapes. Tradition states that finishing the 12 grapes before midnight
arrives secures a happy and fortuitous new year. Still, those who want to participate in this activity had
best be prepared to finish those grapes on time. After all, those who aren’t able to finish the grapes
allegedly become victims of bad luck.

Smashing old plates in Denmark

If you happen to live in Denmark, you’ll probably wake up to broken dishes outside your door on New
Year’s Day. After all, your friends and family likely left them there for you. Denmark’s citizens smash
their old plates as a way of ringing in the New Year. Smashing your kitchenware outside of someone’s
home is said to bring good luck to that resident.

Carry an empty suitcase in Colombia

If you plan on traveling during the New Year, you might want to consider this Colombian tradition. On
New Year’s Day, Colombians walk around with empty suitcases. Doing so is believed to bring good
fortune during your travels. This activity is also practiced in other countries, such as Ecuador.

Ringing bells in Japan

Throughout the country of Japan, Buddhist temples will ring a bell 108 times leading up to the New
Year. This practice has origins with traditional Buddhist teachings. Each toll of the bell signifies one of
the 108 earthly temptations. By the time the bell is rung for the 108th time, Japan’s citizens are ready
to start the year without the distraction of these temptations.

Visiting cemeteries in Chile

One of the best parts of celebrating the New Year is spending time with your family members. In the
Talca region of Chile, that includes loved ones who have passed on. Families will gather at cemeteries
where their loved ones are buried to celebrate the New Year there. This tradition is very similar to the
Día de los Muertos holiday celebrated earlier in the year.

No matter how you decide to celebrate the New Year, it’s sure to be a special holiday, as a whole new
chapter of your life begins.
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How to Give Back During the Holiday Season
Get into the spirit of generosity by sharing with your community

The holiday season is a time of giving. Yet, it can often be difficult to determine just how to give back
to others during this time of year. Though it may not seem like it, a simple donation or act of kindness
can make a world of difference for those who are in need. This holiday season, consider taking part in
these charitable activities.

Bake holiday cookies and prepare
meals for the hungry

Pretty much everyone loves a warm
plate of holiday cookies. This dessert
evokes a comforting mid-winter mood.
Therefore, one of the simplest acts of
generosity you can perform is baking
cookies for others. You can deliver
these baked goods to your neighbors,
law enforcement office or your local
shelter. Of course, hungry families
need more than cookies to eat.
Consider preparing meals for families
in need.

Write a holiday card for soldiers
stationed overseas

Unfortunately, not everyone can make
it home for the holidays. Indeed,
soldiers stationed overseas are separated from their families during this time of the year. As such,
they could definitely use some festive encouragement. Spread a little yuletide cheer by sending them
a holiday card with a thoughtful message.

Visit a nursing home

Loneliness during the holidays isn’t exclusive to soldiers stationed overseas. Many elderly individuals
at nursing homes go through the holiday season without receiving any visitors. You can help brighten
their day by volunteering at a nursing home, or even visiting residents there. Something as simple as
performing carols for residents can raise their spirits.

Volunteer at an animal shelter

Four-legged friends need companionship during the holidays, too. Many dogs and cats are housed in
shelters, especially right around the holidays. Individuals who work at shelters could certainly use an
extra set of hands taking care of these creatures. You can do your part to help look after the animals
housed there by volunteering. You may even end up adding a new feline or canine to your family, just
in time for the holidays.

Donate used toys and gadgets

Each year, people receive a ton of new gifts during the holidays. Many of the gifts they received last
year are often put aside or stored away. Instead of letting those old toys and gadgets collect dust,
consider donating them to a local shelter. Many individuals can make use of items that you no longer
use. This is especially true if your own little ones have grown tired of their toys. After all, nothing
brings a smile to a child’s face during the holidays like a thoughtful present.

This holiday season, spread some joy to the world around you by giving back to your community and
share the love of the season.
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Fitness Classes to Try in the New Year
Energizing exercise forms to add to your workout repertoire

Getting into shape, or staying in shape, is a common goal to set for the new year. But sometimes
going for a run or hitting the gym becomes tedious and a bit boring. If you’re on the hunt for a more
engaging exercise class that you can stick with, the following five options should fit the bill.

Trampolining

There’s a reason trampolining is a
trending fitness class today. Per
Livestrong, it burns more calories
than jogging — 210 calories per 30
minutes of rebounding, compared to
105 calories per a 1-mile run at 4 mph.
Just one high-intensity session of
trampolining can burn off 700 calories
or more, as Elle contributor Katie
O’Malley relates. Many people find it
a more fun alternative cardio exercise
than running. It’s also low-impact,
which reduces tension on your joints.
Besides increasing your heart rate,
this exercise also builds balance and
strength.

Yoga wheel

If you’ve dabbled in a couple of yoga classes but haven’t found the right style yet, you might want to
give yoga wheel classes a try. Like the name implies, yoga wheel incorporates the use of a cylindrical
prop to boost flexibility and enhance stretches. It assists in advanced yoga postures while opening up
the front side of the body, including your shoulders, chest, hip flexors and abdomen. Per The Journey
Junkie, you can also use the wheel for a full-spine massage that’s safe and effective.

VR spinning

Take conventional spinning to the next level with this modern twist. This exercise fuses stationery
bike cycling with virtual reality (VR) to “trick you into working out,” according VirZOOM co-founder Eric
Janszen. Fly over picturesque landscapes on a winged horse, pursue bad guys on horseback, or
embark on some other visual adventure as you cycle your way into better health. If you have a
passion for video games and want to make workouts a bit more enjoyable, give VR spinning a whirl.

POUND®

Described as the world’s first cardio jam session inspired by the high-energy experience of playing
the drums, POUND® isn’t for the faint of heart. This unique exercise is a full-body cardio which blends
yoga, plyometrics, isometrics and Pilates. Each 45-minute session incorporates 15,000 reps, 30
interval peaks and 70 techniques. You’ll also burn 900 or more calories per hour while strengthening
your core and increasing coordination, endurance and musicality.

Animal Flow®

This exercise is a mashup of yoga, gymnastics and breakdancing inspired by animal movements. It
enhances coordination and timing while increasing fluidity and strength. There are six main
components of Animal Flow®, per the website: flow, switches, activations, wrist mobilizations,
traveling forms and form-specific stretches. Traveling forms are exercises that imitate the movements
of certain animals, like crabs and apes. Form-specific stretches like scorpion reach or beast reach are
full body stretches that start in a static animal form then add a motion to it. If you’re looking for an
unconventional, dynamic activity, this one should suit.   

Stay active when you try one or more of these diverse workouts this year. You might find yourself
enjoying habitual exercise once again.
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How to Set Attainable Goals for the New Year
Setting goals that you can achieve in 2019

Making resolutions is a tradition for many people who want to start the New Year off fresh and
focused. Whether you’re determined to revamp your eating habits, get in shape, start a new business
or pursue a new passion, the best way to achieve your resolutions is to break each one down into
small steps.

Be honest

You’ll have a better chance of
reaching your goals if you set goals
or resolutions you’re truly
interested in achieving. Don’t let
other people’s expectations or
opinions distract you, warns Tami
Forman, Forbes contributor and
executive director of the nonprofit
Path Forward. She suggests
penning an extensive list of
everything you think you want to
achieve and zeroing in on the
goals that truly motivate you.

Be strategic

Although a year is a serious
amount of time, it’s not infinite. If
your list of goals is too long or
requires too many changes at once, you’ll be setting yourself up for defeat. According to the American
Psychological Association, focusing on altering one behavior, habit or thing in your life at a time is a
more proactive way to reach your goals.

Be smart

Once you have your list of goals, projects or resolutions, you can define each of them even further by
applying the S.M.A.R.T method. Introduced decades ago, S.M.A.R.T defines each goal as specific,
measurable, attainable, realistic and timely. Goals that are broad, completely out-of-reach and lack a
set deadline will reduce the likelihood of achievement. You’ll feel overwhelmed by the magnitude of
lofty goals, which will quickly deflate your will to follow through on your ambitions.

Be social

Although your goals are personal, the APA suggests that you consider joining a support group or
sharing your goals with trusted friends, colleagues or family members. This way you have a network
with which you can share your progress, both positive and negative. If you have people who will hold
you accountable, you will be more likely to see your goals through.

The APA also suggests reaching out for professional help when you suspect you won’t be able to
reach your goals on your own; a psychologist can help you connect your thoughts and actions. If your
goals are health-related, a nutritionist can advise you on smart eating plans while a personal trainer
can instruct you on the proper way to exercise. If your goal is focused on your career or money
management, seek out a certified counselor or financial consultant who can guide you.

Be dedicated

Writing down goals, sharing them with friends and seeking knowledge will only get you closer to your
goals if you do the work consistently. According to Elizabeth Scott, author of “8 Keys to Stress
Management,” you must post your goals where you can easily see them to remind yourself of what
needs to be done. Complement this by undertaking habits that correlate with and get you closer to
your goals, even if it means breaking old habits you’ve fallen into.

Be kind



Changing a behavior or incorporating something new into your life are real challenges. To keep you
striving for your goals, celebrate the victories along the way. Don’t dwell on the missteps or failures;
choose instead to learn from them and use that knowledge to propel you forward.

By breaking down your New Year’s resolutions into attainable goals, putting a plan into place, staying
focused and accountable to yourself and others, your 2019 will be filled with well-deserved successes.
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